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—YO U N G B LO O D —

Can discarded
fruit be sold as
yummy juices
and jams?

RE TAIL

BEST

newcomer in womenswear launched
by a Swedish fashion conglomerate
The Parisian store of new
retail chain & Other Stories.

Each year, an insane amount of
edible fruit is discarded for cosmetic
reasons. It’s the wrong shape or
bruised or discoloured. With this
situation in mind, Mirim Seo designed
Ugly Fruit to help turn waste into
profit. Ugly Fruit is a retail facility
for processing discarded fruit. Seo’s
tasty jams, juices and dried fruits
are irresistible, thanks to simple,
friendly packaging that showcases
the beautiful colours of the fruit and
features graphic images, each with a
distinguishing ‘beauty bruise’. Ugly
Fruit goes beyond retail to underline
and address environmental issues
through design. — JT

Storytelling is
more important than
architecture
SAY 69% OF CONTRIBUTORS
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— WINDOW WIZARDS —

Design Systems
DIY Butchery by Matthew Vos, Design
Academy Eindhoven (NL).

— RETAIL RULERS —

Acne

Ugly Fruit by Mirim Seo, Tyler School of
Art, Temple University, Philadelphia (USA).

With stores steeped in rich materiality, Acne is
strengthening its reputation as one to watch in
the field of retail. Between visits to potential new
locations in New York and Miami, the fashion
brand’s chairman, Mikael Schiller, explains why.
What’s distinctive about Acne Studios’
retail approach? MIKAEL SCHILLER:
We’re willing to go to places others won’t
– like our store in Downtown LA.

Mikael Schiller.
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Lam Wai Ming.
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What’s your preferred retail
site? We like to be on a street
corner, in a beautiful landmark
building – basically, like our
location in LA, which we simply
fell in love with. Then again,
we’re adaptable. In Asia people
shop in malls, and there you’re
dealing with a white-box site.
Your retail strategy seems to be
intensifying . . . We currently have 43
stores globally, including shops-in-shops.
But recently we have focused on larger
stores in key cities, in locations that command
attention. I’m just negotiating for a new site in
New York now, and after that I’m travelling to
Miami. Next, we’re looking at Hong Kong, Berlin
and Milan.

Your latest stores follow the formula we
first saw in Pelham Street, London – how
long will you stick with that? We work
organically, so it’s not so much a case of deciding
to use or not use a certain concept – it’s more
of a gradual evolution. Although the perforated
aluminium and the carpets recur, we’re constantly
tweaking them.
How important are physical stores for your
brand? Very. We started with retail in 2006, and
it now provides 40 per cent of our total turnover.
Do internet sales threaten your retail future?
No. Our internet sales are only 10 per cent – and
that’s a high proportion for a luxury brand. Physical
stores have huge advantages for customers.
What message are you conveying with your
retail spaces? We try to be long term and 100
per cent committed to every store we open. Our
ambition is for everyone visiting the store to feel
special. Also, we’re always talking about how to
create stores that age with dignity.
What’s next for Acne Studios store design?
Time will tell. We’ve been collaborating with
artists a lot, so that’s an interesting direction –
it adds another dimension. — JS
acnestudios.com
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Can livestock in
supermarkets
make us think
differently about
the food we buy?
If you had to behead your own
dinner, would you think twice about
consuming meat? The emotional link
between consumers and the animals
that provide us with meat is what
Matthew Vos hopes to restore in his
confrontational project. A live chicken
is sold in packaging that’s roughly
the same size as what an average
factory-farmed chicken occupies in its
42-day existence. The box comes with
video instructions on how to kill and
butcher the chicken. Meat is not just
an ordinary product. It comes from
a living being with a consciousness –
a creature that died to feed you. — JT

Design Systems is responsible
for window displays for Hermès’
boutiques in South China.

‘The nature of designing window displays is like that of a photographer
taking pictures to capture the essence of a scene,’ says Lam Wai Ming of
Hong Kong-based outfit Design Systems. ‘We need to merge the products
into a story and then present the most significant moments of that story.’
While passers-by may be drawn to a seductive image, Ming says
they don’t expect anything complicated and metaphoric that requires
too much thought. ‘A window display should be direct and full of impact
– an instant line of communication between brand and customer.’
Unlike an interior, which can be discovered only once you’re within
its walls, shop windows are a brand’s connection with the outside
world. Therefore, says Ming, the installations need to evoke a sense of
discovery. ‘They need a punch line, like a great single-panel comic or
an illustration in a book. It’s the summary of a story, representing the
specific theme of a season.’ — TI
designsystems.com.hk

